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Semirelativistic potential model for glueball states
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The masses of two-gluon glueballs are studied with a semirelativistic potential model whose interaction is a
scalar linear confinement supplemented by a one-gluon exchange mechanism. The gluon is massless but the
leading corrections of the dominant part of the Hamiltonian are expressed in terms of a state-dependent
constituent gluon mass. The Hamiltonian depends only on three parameters: the strong coupling constant, the
string tension, and a gluon size, which removes all singularities in the leading corrections of the potential.
Accurate numerical calculations are performed with a Lagrange mesh method. The masses predicted are in
rather good agreement with lattice results and with some experimental glueball candidates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of bound states of gluons, called glueb
is a prediction of the QCD theory. The experimental disco
ery of such particles would give a supplementary strong s
port to this theory. But, a reliable experimental identificati
of glueballs is difficult to obtain, mainly because glueb
states might possibly mix strongly with nearby meson sta
Nevertheless, the computation of pure gluon glueballs
mains an interesting task. This could guide experimen
searches and provide some calibration for more reali
models of glueballs.

The potential model, which is so successful to descr
bound states of quarks, is also a possible approach to s
glueballs. Among the pioneer works using this formalis
the one by Cornwall and Soni is particularly interesting@1#.
Assuming a nonrelativistic kinematics and a saturated c
finement supplemented by a one-gluon exchange interac
masses of pure gluon glueballs were computed. Howe
only the four lightest two-gluon states (011, 021, 121,
211) were computed and found between 1.2 and 1.8 G
Using a similar model, two-gluon glueballs have been st
ied in Ref. @2#. The masses of states withL50, 1, and 2
orbital momentum were computed and several states
found below 3 GeV. Unfortunately, we think that this mod
suffers from several drawbacks, which spoil any possi
physical conclusions. This has been discussed elsewhere@3#.
Nevertheless, we think that these drawbacks can be corre
in order to obtain a more reliable potential model.

In this paper, we compute two-gluon glueball masses
ing various modifications of the potential model obtain
two decades ago by Cornwall and Soni. After a critical stu
of these various models, we conclude that a spectra in ra
good agreement with lattice calculations and some exp
mental glueball candidates can be obtained, provided sev
conditions are fulfilled: a semirelativistic Hamiltonian
used; the gluon has a finite size, the confinement is a sc
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interaction, and a dynamical constituent gluon mass is u
in the leading relativistic corrections.

In Sec. II, the Hamiltonian model is presented with t
notion of gluon size. Three variants of our model are d
cussed in Sec. III, and a glueball spectrum is presented. C
cluding remarks are given in Sec. IV, and some useful te
nical details are given in the Appendix.

II. HAMILTONIAN

The two-gluon Hamiltonian contains a kinetic partH0, a
short-range partVSR due to the one-gluon exchange betwe
the two valence gluons, and a confining interactionVconf, as
the model proposed by Cornwall and Soni@1#

H5H01VSR1Vconf. ~1!

Following Refs.@1,4#, there is no constant potential, contra
to usual Hamiltonians for mesons and baryons. This mo
can be considered with both nonrelativistic~Schrödinger
equation! and semirelativistic~spinless Salpeter equation! ki-
nematics (\5c51)

H052mK1
p2

mK
or H052Ap21mK

2 , ~2!

wheremK is the effective gluon mass appearing in the fr
part of the Hamiltonian. If a Schro¨dinger Hamiltonian is
used, it is necessary to verify that, for each glueball state,
quantity A^p2/mK

2 &, which can be considered as the me
speed of a gluon, is small with respect to 1.

A. Short-range potential

We use the short-range potential between two gluons p
posed in Ref.@1#. After some manipulations, this potentia
takes the following form:
©2004 The American Physical Society17-1
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VSR52lU~r !S 2s27m2

6m2
1

1

3
S2D

1
lp

3m2
d3~r!S 4m222s

m2
1

5

2
S2D

2
3l

2m2

U8~r !

r
L•S1

l

6m2 S U8~r !

r
2U9~r ! DT

with U~r !5
e2mr

r
, ~3!

where L and S are the usual orbital momentum and sp
operators, and where

T5S223~S• r̂!2 ~4!

is the tensor operator.m is an effective gluon mass, whic
can differ from the massmK ~see below!. The quantitys is,
in principle, the square of the glueball mass, but we w
always takes54m2 as it is suggested in Ref.@1#. The pa-
rameterl is linked to the strong coupling constantaS by the
relation @5#

l53aS . ~5!

This potential hasa priori a very serious flaw: dependin
on the spin state, the short distance singular parts of
potential may be attractive and lead to a Hamiltonian
bounded from below. We will see in Sec. II C, how to cu
this problem.

B. Confinement potential

The dominant part of the interaction between the two g
ons is the confinement. As the leading relativistic correctio
are taken into account in the short-range part of the inte
tion, it is natural to keep the same order corrections for
confinement potential. The Lorentz structure of the confin
interaction is not well known yet. In this work, we follow th
prescription of Ref.@6#: if the radial form ~static or zero
order part! of the confinement isWX(r ), then the total con-
finement interaction is written

Vconf5WX~r !2
1

2m2r
WX8 ~r !L•S, ~6!

where the effective massm is the same as the one appeari
in potential~3!. Actually, this form contains only the domi
nant correction, which is a spin-orbit contribution, and it
only valid for large values of the distancer. But, for our
purpose, this approximation is sufficient. The interaction~6!
corresponds to a confinement with a dominant scalar st
ture @7#. Let us note that the spin-orbit contribution from th
confinement counteracts the spin-orbit contribution from
one-gluon exchange and plays an important role in obtain
a spectra in agreement with lattice calculations. Two rad
forms WX(r ) can be used. In Refs.@1,2,8#, the confinement
potential saturates at large distances
01401
l

e
-

-
s
c-
e
g

c-

e
g
l

Wb~r !52m~12e2bmr!. ~7!

Such a form can simulate the breaking of the color flux tu
between the two gluons due to color-screening effects.
maximal mass for a glueball is then 4m. Another simpler
form is proposed in Ref.@6#

Wa~r !5aGr 5
9

4
ar, ~8!

whereaG is the string tension between two gluons anda the
usual string tension between a quark and an antiquark.
9/4 factor is due to the color configuration of the gluo
@1,2#. These two potentials coincide at small distances, wh
implies that

b'
aG

2m2
5

9a

8m2
. ~9!

Potential ~8! seemsa priori inappropriate because string
joining gluons must always break if a sufficiently high e
ergy is reached. But this phenomenon must only contrib
to the masses of the highest glueball states.

C. Gluon size

Within the framework of a potential QCD model, it i
natural to assume that a gluon is not a pure pointlike parti
but an effective degree of freedom that is dressed by a gl
and quark-antiquark pair cloud. Such an hypothesis
quarks leads to very good results in the meson@9# and
baryon@10# sectors. We assume here a Yukawa color cha
density for the gluon

r~u!5
1

4pg2

e2u/g

u
, ~10!

whereg is the gluon size parameter. The interaction betwe
two gluons is then modified by this density, a bare poten
V being transformed into a dressed potentialṼ. This poten-
tial is obtained by a double convolution over the densities
each interacting gluon and the potential. It can be shown
this procedure is equivalent to the following calculation@11#

Ṽ~r!5E dr8V~r8!G~r2r8! with G~u!5
1

8pg3
e2u/g.

~11!

Convolutions for some useful potentials are given in Appe
dix A. Other color-charge densities could be used, a Gaus
one for instance@10#. We have nevertheless strong indic
tions that such a change cannot noticeably modify the res
@12#. We choose the Yukawa density because all convo
tions are analytical with this form.
7-2
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The convolution~11! of potentiale2mr/r with the color
density ~10! removes all singularities in the short-range i
teraction~3!. For consistency, we apply the same regulari
tion to the confinement potential~6!, although no singularity
is present in the radial formWX(r ).

III. RESULTS

A. Some general considerations

Nonrelativistic potential models have been intensiv
used to compute static properties of mesons and baryons
numerous works show that semirelativistic potential mod
can give better results~see for instance Refs.@13,14#!. Al-
though the gluon effective mass is expected around 700 M
@1,2#, which is heavier than the assumed constituent stra
quark mass, the relevance of a nonrelativistic dynamics
the gluon is questionable. Using the various models d
cussed below with several different sets of realistic para
eters, we have always obtained values ofA^p2/mK

2 & around
unity ~and sometimes largely above! when a nonrelativistic
kinematics was used~if mKÞ0). As we shall see below, th
model III is by nature a semirelativistic one. Both kinemat
can be used for models I and II, but we have verified that
drawbacks of these two models cannot be solved by a cha
of kinematics. Consequently, in the following, we will on
present results from spinless Salpeter Hamiltonians.

In order to avoid singularities, potentialsU(r ) andWX(r )
of formulas ~3! and ~6! have been replaced by their corr

sponding dressed formsŨ(r ) and W̃X(r ). Another way to
get rid of singularities in the short-range potential is to tr
VSR as a perturbation~at least when it is attractive! of the
dominant confinement interaction. But, for a lot of stat
computed with different sets of realistic parameters, the c
tribution of the short-range part can be comparable to the
of the confinement part. So, a perturbative approach of
singularities can hardly be justified. In the following, we w
always treat the potentialVSR nonperturbatively.

The tensor operatorT is responsible for channel coupling
Its matrix elements are given in Appendix B. It can be sho
that the total spinSof two gluons is always a good quantu
numbers, but mixing of orbital momenta with the same p
ity is possible. For instance, the 211 glueball withS52 is
the mixing of three states withL50, 2, and 4. But, it is not
coupled with the 211 glueball withS50 andL52. In prin-
ciple, the effect of mixing is a second-order correction w
respect to the contribution of the diagonal term. In this pap
results are only shown when off-diagonal tensor contri
tions are neglected. Nevertheless, we will discuss below
effect of mixing for our various models.

The general characteristics of all our models are sem
lativistic kinematics, all radial forms convoluted followin
relation ~11!, VSR not considered as a perturbation ofVconf,
and no channel coupling withT. The eigenvalue problem ha
been solved by the Lagrange-mesh method, which allow
great accuracy as well as for Schro¨dinger equation@15# as for
spinless Salpeter equation@16#.
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In the models considered below, the gluon masses (mK
andm) will be fixed by physical considerations. We are th
left with three parameters:as ~or l) for VSR, b or a for
Vconf, and the gluon sizeg for which less constraints exis
on its value. Fortunately, the mass of the lightest 211 state is
nearly independent of the parametersas and g. For this
state, the spin-orbit and diagonal tensor potentials vanish
the two remaining contributions have opposite signs. So,
confinement potential is the largely dominant contribution
this 211 mass~see Figs. 1–3!. We can fix the value ofb or
a with this state only, knowing that a lattice calculation@17#
and a quasiparticle model@18# favor a 211 mass around 2.4
GeV, but that some experimental candidates are fo
around 2 GeV@19,20#. Some agreements between theoreti
calculations and experimental data exist about mass ratio
some lightest glueball candidates~see Refs.@17,19,20# and
Table I!: M (011)/M (211);0.7220.78 and M (021)/
M(211);1.10. So, we will fix the parametersas and g in
order to reproduce at best these mass ratios. Let us note

FIG. 1. Masses of glueball states 011 (L5S50), 211 (L
50, S52), and 021 (L5S51) as a function of the string tensio
a, for the model III withaS50.5 andg50.52 GeV21.

FIG. 2. Masses of glueball states 011 (L5S50), 211 (L
50, S52), and 021 (L5S51) as a function of the gluon sizeg,
for the model III withaS50.5 anda50.2 GeV2.
7-3
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the mass ratios in lattice calculations can be more interes
quantities to consider than absolute masses, due to the
tence of normalization problems@17#.

B. Model I

The first model we consider is by two aspects close to
models of Refs.@1# and @2#: The short-range part is supple
mented by a saturated confinement potential and the gluo
assumed to be characterized by an unique effective m

FIG. 3. Masses of glueball states 011 (L5S50), 211 (L
50, S52), and 021 (L5S51) as a function of the strong cou
pling constantaS , for the model III with a50.2 GeV2 and g
50.52 GeV21.
01401
g
is-

e

is
ss

mK5m, around the typical value of 700 MeV. In this pape
we choose the value of Ref.@2#. Nevertheless, the model i
semirelativistic and the short-range part is not treated per
batively. The particular characteristics of model I aremK
5m50.670 GeV@2# andVconf with Wb(r ).

To find a mass of the lightest 211 state around 2 GeV, it
is necessary to takeb'0.2, which corresponds toa
'0.08 GeV2, a quite unrealistic value. A mass around 2
GeV can be obtained withb'0.5 corresponding toa
'0.2 GeV2, a more realistic value. The parametersb
50.5, aS50.5, andg50.5 GeV21 give the following light-
est mass ratios: M (011)/M (211)50.93 and
M (021)/M (211)50.73. Let us note that if the spin-orb
contribution from confinement is not taken into account, t
last ratio decreases to 0.61. A lower value for the mass r
M (011)/M (211) can be obtained by modifying the param
eters aS and g, but in this case, the mass rat
M (021)/M (211) also decreases. It can even take negat
values for realistic values of the parametersaS andg. This
nonphysical behavior is due to the spin-orbit potential fro
VSR, which becomes very attractive. It is worth noting tha
variation of the gluon effective mass of 200 MeV around t
value 670 MeV does not noticeably change the results. Th
the model I is neither able to describe the lightest 211 mass
state, nor the lightest mass ratiosM (011)/M (211) and
M (021)/M (211).

If the channel mixing due the tensor operator is turned
the situation gets worse. For instance, without channel m
ing the lightest 211 state (L50, S52) has a reasonabl
mass. With channel mixing, theL50 component is coupled
l

e lightest
TABLE I. Glueball masses in MeV~mass ratios normalized to lightest 211) @L andS quantum numbers only relevant for our mode#
obtained with model III for two sets of parameters~A: a50.16 GeV2, aS50.40, andg50.504 GeV21; B: a50.21 GeV2, aS50.50, and
g50.495 GeV21). Some theoretical results from other models and some possible experimental candidates are also indicated. Th
011, 211, and 021 states are taken as inputs to fix the parameters.

JPC Model III Lattice @17# Quasiparticle Experiment Experiment
@L,S# A B @18# @19# @20#

011 @0,0# 1604 ~0.78! 1855 ~0.78! 1730650680 ~0.72! 1980 ~0.82! 150765 ~0.78!
@2,2# 2592 ~1.26! 2992 ~1.26! 267061806130 ~1.11! 3260 ~1.35! 2105615 ~1.09!
@0,0# 2814 ~1.37! 3251 ~1.36!

211 @0,2# 2051 ~1.00! 2384 ~1.00! 24006256120 ~1.00! 2420 ~1.00! 2020650 ~1.00! 1934612 ~1.00!
@0,2# 2985 ~1.46! 3447 ~1.45! 3110 ~1.29! 2240640 ~1.11!
@2,0# 3131 ~1.53! 3611 ~1.51! 2370650 ~1.17!
@2,2# 3230 ~1.57! 3695 ~1.55!

021 @1,1# 2172 ~1.06! 2492 ~1.05! 25906406130 ~1.08! 2220 ~0.92! 2140630(1.06) 2190650 ~1.13!
@1,1# 3228 ~1.57! 3714 ~1.56! 36406606180 ~1.52! 3430 ~1.42!

121 @1,1# 2626 ~1.28! 3011 ~1.26!
@1,1# 3349 ~1.63! 3852 ~1.62!

221 @1,1# 2573 ~1.25! 2984 ~1.25! 31006306150 ~1.29! 3090 ~1.28! 2040640 ~1.01!
@1,1# 3345 ~1.63! 3862 ~1.62! 38906406190 ~1.62! 4130 ~1.71! 2300640 ~1.14!

111 @2,2# 3098 ~1.51! 3501 ~1.47! ; 1700 ~0.84!
@2,2# 3753 ~1.83! 4294 ~1.80! 2340640 ~1.16!

311 @2,2# 3132 ~1.53! 3611 ~1.51! 36906406180 ~1.54! 3330 ~1.38! 2000640 ~0.99!
@2,2# 3762 ~1.83! 4332 ~1.82! 4290 ~1.77! 2280630 ~1.13!

411 @2,2# 2897 ~1.41! 3360 ~1.41! 3990 ~1.65! 20446? ~1.01!
@2,2# 3633 ~1.77! 4197 ~1.76! 4280 ~1.77! 2320630 ~1.15!
7-4
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SEMIRELATIVISTIC POTENTIAL MODEL FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 014017 ~2004!
with L52 andL54 components for which the total spin
orbit contribution is very attractive. The mass of this sta
becomes then negative, even for realistic values of the
rametersb, aS andg.

C. Model II

The model II is the same as model I but with the satura
confinement replaced by the linear confinement. The part
lar characteristics of model II aremK5m50.670 GeV@2#
andVconf with Wa(r ).

This model and the previous one give essentially the sa
results about the lightest mass ratiosM (011)/M (211) and
M (021)/M (211). Moreover, masses around 2.4 GeV and
GeV are obtained for the lightest 211 state with a
'0.12 GeV2 and a'0.07 GeV2, respectively, quite unreal
istic values of the meson string tension.

D. Model III

With the two previous models, the spin-orbit effect fro
the one gluon-exchange is too attractive and cannot be c
teracted efficiently by the spin-orbit contribution comin
from the confinement. The strength of this attractive pot
tial can be reduced by decreasing the values ofaS . But in
this case, it is not possible to obtain reasonable mass ra
for the lightest 011, 211, and 021 states. Another possi
bility is to increase the values of the effective massm. But, if
we keep the linkmK5m, then too high masses are obtain
for all glueballs, due to the contribution of the kinetic part
the Hamiltonian. Fortunately, it is physically relevant
choosemK!m.

For a system of two identical particles with massm, the
coefficient 1/m2 appears naturally in the relativistic corre
tions of a static potential. A better approximation, propos
in Ref. @7# and used for instance in Ref.@21#, is to replace
this coefficient by 1/E2(p) whereE(p)5Ap21m2.

A similar procedure is also proposed within the auxilia
field formalism ~also called einbein field formalism! @22#,
which can be considered as an approximate way to ha
semirelativistic Hamiltonians@23#. Within this approach, the
effective QCD Hamiltonian for two identical particles~quark
or gluon! depends on the current particle massm and on a
state dependent constituent massm5A^p21m2& @23#. All
corrections to the static potential are then expanded in p
ers of 1/m2.

We will adapt these prescriptions in the model III. In pri
ciple, the mass appearing in the leading corrections mus
replaced by the operatorE(p)5Ap21m2 where m is the
mass appearing in the kinetic operator. This leads to a v
complicated nonlocal potential, which is very difficult t
handle. So we will use an approximation.

Following the hypotheses of Ref.@6#, we will assume that
the gluons are massless and that the dominant effective Q
HamiltonianHgg for a two-gluon glueball is written

Hgg52Ap21aGr . ~12!

The eigenvaluesMnL and the constituent massesmnL corre-
01401
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sponding to this Hamiltonian are in very good approximati
given by the following relations@23,24#

MnL54mnL with mnL5AaGS enL

3 D 3/4

. ~13!

enL is an eigenvalue of the Hamiltonianq21uxu, in which q
andx are dimensionless conjugate variables. These eigen
ues can be accurately computed with a Lagrange-m
method for instance@15#. Let us note thaten0 is thenth zero
of the Airy function. These constituent masses will then a
pear in the leading corrections to the dominant Hamilton
Hgg .

Finally, the particular characteristics of model III aremK
50 and m5mnL ~13!, and Vconf with Wa(r ). Let us note
that, with our hypotheses, the constituent mass depend
the principal quantum numbern of the glueball, on its orbital
momentumL, but not on the quantum numbersS andJ.

As mentioned before, we fix the value of the string te
sion only with the mass of the lightest 211 glueball. Equa-
tion ~13! shows that, in first approximation, the mass scale
simply given byAaG. By computing a great number of spe
tra for various parameters, we have remarked that the va
of the lightest mass ratiosM (011)/M (211) and
M (021)/M (211) cannot be fixed independently. Provide
an approximate linear dependence is kept between the
parametersa andg, these mass ratios do not change sign
cantly. Finally, we have chosen to present the glueball sp
tra for two sets of parameters.

With a50.16 GeV2, aS50.40, and g50.504 GeV22

~set A!, the mass of the lightest 211 glueball is 2051 MeV,
which is close to some experimental candidates. These
ues fora andaS are near those used in some recent bary
calculations@25#. Moreover, the value of the string tension
close to a value found in a recent lattice study@26#. With a
50.21 GeV2, aS50.50, andg50.495 GeV21 ~set B!, the
mass of the lightest 211 glueball is 2384 MeV, which is
close to a result obtained with lattice calculations. All resu
are presented in Table I and Fig. 4 with some results from
lattice calculations@17# and from a quasiparticle approac
with no free parameters@18#, and with some possible exper
mental candidates@19,20#.

We can see that the mass ratios for the two sets of par
eters are in rather good agreement with the theoretical m
ratios predicted by the lattice study@17#. Moreover, the ab-
solute masses for set B are within the theoretical error bar
the lattice masses. The largest discrepancy is for the
excited 011 glueball, the state predicted by the lattice ca
culations with the largest error bar.

Our mass ratios are similar to those obtained in the q
siparticle model@18#, but are closer to the mass ratios of th
lattice studies. It is worth mentioning that this quasipartic
approach contains no free parameters. Again, it favors a
GeV value for the mass of the lightest 211 state, like the
lattice model.

The lack of reliable identification of glueballs makes com
parison with experimental data more hazardous. The se
results are in rather good agreement with data only for
lightest 011, 211, and 021 glueball candidates, the state
7-5
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FIG. 4. Glueball mass ratios
normalized to the lightest 211

state ~see Table I!. Cross: Set of
parameters B for model III; black
circle: Lattice results@17#; black
square: Quasiparticle model@18#;
white circle: Experiment @19#;
white square: Experiment@20#.
The experimental states with
question mark are seen but the u
certainty is not known.
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used to fix the parameters. The general tendance of
model and of lattice calculations is to predict excited sta
with higher masses than those that seem to be observed

Lattice calculations seem to rule out the presence of 121

and 111 states below 4 GeV. This can be qualitatively u
derstood in terms of interpolating operators of minimal
mension, which can create glueball states, with the expe
tion that higher dimensional operators create higher m
states: the lowest states 011, 211, 021, and 221 are pro-
duced by dimension-4 operators, while 111 and 121 are
respectively produced by dimension-5 and dimension-6
erators@17#. Nevertheless, our model predicts the existen
of 121 and 111 states around 3 GeV. In the model of Re
@1#, a 121 state is predicted below the 211 state~no 111

state is mentioned!. Possible experimental candidates ex
for low mass 111 states@19#, but as mentioned above, th
identification is far from certain. The presence of the re
tively low mass 121 and 111 states in our model may b
due to the use of massive valence gluons with three state
polarization~creation of a spin one glueball with two mas
less gluons, with only two states of polarization, is proble
atic!. In our model III, the gluon is massless in the kine
part, but a constituent nonzero mass unavoidably appear
the spin corrections@6#. The presence of spin one stat
around 3 GeV in our model could indicate what are the lim
of a potential approach.

If the spin-orbit contribution from confinement is no
taken into account, the agreement between our masses
the lattice results become poorer. For the parameters of s
the mass ratio for the lightest 021 glueball changes from
1.06 to 0.87, and the mass ratio for the first excited 011

glueball changes from 1.26 to 0.83. This shows that the s
orbit contribution from confinement is an important ingred
ent of the model.

The channel mixing due to the tensor force is difficult
implement within this model. Asm depends on the orbita
momentum, the diagonal potential for each channel is c
acterized by a different value ofm. The problem is to define
this parameter for the mixing potentials. We have perform
several test computations using a mean value ofm for all
channels. This gave us strong indications that the couplin
channels has a small influence on the glueball masses,
01401
ur
s

-
-
a-
ss

-
e

t

-

of

-

for

s

nd
A,

n-

r-

d

of
n-

trary to the two previous models. We estimate that
masses of the lightest glueballs could be modified by a qu
tity comprised between 50 and 100 MeV.

IV. CONCLUSION

The masses of pure two-gluon glueballs have been stu
with a semirelativistic potential model. The potential is t
sum of a one-gluon exchange interaction and a linear con
ing potential, assumed to be of scalar type. The gluon
massless, but the leading corrections of the dominant pa
the Hamiltonian are expressed in terms of a state depen
constituent mass. The Hamiltonian depends only on th
parameters: the strong coupling constant, the string tens
and the gluon size. This last parameter, which is less c
strained than the two others by the QCD theory, removes
singularities in the leading corrections of the potential. The
corrections are not treated as perturbations of the domin
part. All masses have been accurately computed wit
Lagrange mesh method.

The masses predicted by our potential model are in ag
ment with experimental glueball candidates only for t
lightest 011, 211, and 021 states@19,20#, but are in rather
good agreement with spectra obtained by a lattice calcula
@17# and in reasonable agreement with spectra obtained
quasiparticle model@18#. A notable difference is the presenc
in our model of spin one states around 3 GeV. This co
indicate the limit of the validity for a potential approach.

We have tested other nonrelativistic and semirelativis
potential models in which a constant constituent gluon m
is used, and we have found that it is not possible to obt
good spectra for realistic values of the QCD parameters~see
Secs. III B and III C!. The main problem arises from th
strongly attractive spin-orbit potential for the one-gluon e
change. When its strength is not reduced by a large cons
ent gluon mass, it can lead to negative nonphysical glue
mass.

The constituent gluon mass is introduced in our model
an approximate procedure that relies on the existence
pure linear confinement between the gluons@23,24#. A more
physical ansatz should be to define the constituent mass
momentum-dependent operator (Ap2 for massless gluon! @7#.
7-6
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It could then be possible to correctly take into account
channel coupling due to the tensor forces, and to natur
use a saturated confinement potential. It could also be in
esting to compute three-gluon glueball masses within
same model. Such a work is in progress.
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APPENDIX A: CONVOLUTIONS

Applied for some useful potentials, formula~11! gives

d̃3~r!5
1

8pg3
e2r /g, ~A1!

r̃ 5r 1
4g2

r
~12e2r /g!2ge2r /g, ~A2!

e2ar̃5
4ag2

~a2g221!3 S e2ar

r
2

e2r /g

r D1
e2ar1age2r /g

~a2g221!2
,

~A3!
om

ol
I.

01401
e
ly
r-
e

e2ar̃

r
5

1

~a2g221!2 S e2ar

r
2

e2r /g

r D1
e2r /g

2g~a2g221!
.

~A4!

One can easily verify that limg→0U(r )̃5U(r ) for each po-
tential U(r ).

APPENDIX B: ANGULAR MOMENTUM OPERATORS

A system of two particles, with spins1 and s2, respec-
tively, with a total spinSand a total orbital angular momen
tum L coupled to a total angular momentumJ, is noted here
uL,S&5us1 ,s2 ;L,S;J&. The mean value of the operatorsS2

andL•S are trivial to compute

^L8,S8uS2uL,S&5S~S11!dL8,LdS8,S , ~B1!

^L8,S8uL•SuL,S&5
1

2
@J~J11!2L~L11!

2S~S11!#dL,L8dS,S8 . ~B2!

The computation of the mean value of the operatorT is much
more involved. Using formulas from Ref.@27#, one can find
(n̂5A2n11)
^L8,S8uTuL,S&5~21!L1L81S81JŜŜ8L̂L̂8S L 2 L8

0 0 0 D H S L J

L8 S8 2J F ~21!S111s223s1ŝ1As1~s111!~2s121!~2s113!

3H s1 s2 S

S8 2 s1
J 1~21!S111s123s2ŝ2As2~s211!~2s221!~2s213!H s2 s1 S

S8 2 s2
J

22A30ŝ1ŝ2As1~s111!s2~s211!H s1 s2 S

1 1 2

s1 s2 S8
J G . ~B3!
ys.
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